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How do I get started?

First, you will want to gather your supplies.   

*** Assembly:

*Folders:  We use colored file folders, which can be found at Walmart, 

Sam’s, Office Depot, Costco, etc.  You will need between 1 and 4 file folders, 

depending on which product you have purchased.  You may use manila folders if 

you prefer, but we have found that children respond better with the brightly 

colored folders.  Don’t worry about the tabs….they aren’t important. Within this 

product, you will be given easy, step-by-step instructions for how to fold and 

assemble these folders.   If you prefer, you can purchase the assembled lapbook 

bases from our website.

*Glue:  For the folder assembly, we use hot glue.  For booklet

 assembly, we use glue sticks and sometimes hot glue, depending on 

the specific booklet.  We have found that bottle glue stays wet for too 

long, so it’s not a great choice for lapbooking.  For gluing the folders together, we

                                suggest using hot glue, but ONLY with adult supervision.  

                                These things get SUPER hot, and can cause SEVERE 

                                burns within seconds.

*Other Supplies:  Of course, you will need scissors.  

Many  booklets require additional supplies.  Some of these 

include metal brad fasteners, paper clips, ribbon, yarn,  staples, hole puncher, etc.

                       You may want to add decorations of your own, including stickers, 

                       buttons,  coloring pages, cut-out clipart, etc.  Sometimes, we even 

                       use scrapbooking supplies.  The most important

                       thing  is to use your imagination!  Make it your own!!



Ok.  I’ve gathered the supplies.  Now how do I use this 

product?

Inside, you will find several sections.  They are as follows:

1.  Lapbook Assembly Guide:  This section gives instructions and diagrams 

will tell the student exactly how to assemble the lapbook base and where to 

glue each booklet into the base.  Depending on the student’s age, he or she may 

need assistance with this process, especially if you choose to allow the student 

to use hot glue.

2.  Student Instruction Guide:  This section is written directly to the student, 

in language that he or she can understand.  However, depending on the age of 

the child, there may be some parent/teacher assistance needed.  All of the 

instructions for assembling the booklets will be found in this section.   This 

section will also tell the student exactly what should be written inside each 

booklet as he or she comes to it during the study, as well as telling the student 

which folder each booklet will be glued into.

4.  Teacher’s Guide:  This section is a great resource for the parent/teacher.  

In this section, you will find the page number where each answer may be found 

in the book. You will also find suggestions of extra activities that you may 

want to use with your student.

5.  Booklet Templates:  This section includes ALL of the templates for the 

booklets.  These have been printed on colors that will help to improve retention 

of the information presented, according to scientific research on color 

psychology.



Be creative!

Make it your own!

If you would like to send pictures of your 

completed lapbook, please do!  

We would love to display your lapbooks on 

our website and/or in our newsletter.  

Just send your pictures, first initial & last 

name, and age to us at: 

cyndi@knowledgeboxcentral.com

Colors & Shapes – Why Do They Matter?

After MUCH research and studies, science has shown that colors and shapes 

have psychological values.  These influence the emotions and memories of 

each one of us.  In our products, we have used specific colors and shapes in 

ways that will improve information retention and allow for a much more 

mentally interactive time of study.  Some pages may have a notation at the 

bottom, where a specific color is suggested for your printing paper.  This color 

suggestion is designed to improve information retention.  However, if you do 

not have that specific color of paper, just print on whatever color you have.  

For the most benefit, follow the color suggestions, and watch your child’s 

memory and enthusiasm truly soar!



This is the “Layout” for your lapbook.  The shapes are not exact on the layout, but 
you will get the idea of where each booklet should go inside your lapbook.
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Lapbook Assembly Guide

You will need 3 folders of any color.  Take each one and fold both sides toward 
the original middle fold and make firm creases on these folds (Figure 1). Then 
glue (and staple if needed) the backs of the small flaps together (Figure 2).
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Below are pictures of a completed 

lapbook!!!  This should help in figuring 

out how to assemble the booklets and 

then how to put it all together!   
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“Swimming Creatures of the Fifth Day” Lapbook  

Lessons 1 - 5

Student Instruction

Cover:

The cover of your lapbook has purposely been left blank so that you may decorate it in any 

style you choose.   Here are a few suggestions:

1. Go to www.enchantedlearning.com, and print out pictures of swimming creatures 

that you are studying.

2. Cover the front with a blue piece of construction paper, and draw aquatic animals on 

it with chalk or oil pastel paints.

3. Draw a picture of some of the people, animals, or places you learned about during 

your study.

4. Use your search engine to find coloring pages or clip art that tell about your study.

5. Use stickers to decorate.

6. Go to www.makingfriends.com, and print out a paper doll.  

7. Go to http://www.dltk-kids.com/world/index.htm and print out coloring sheets or 

crafts to use on the cover or various places within your lapbook.



Exploring Creation With Zoology 1:

Swimming Creature of the Fifth Day

Lessons 1-5
Student Instruction Guide

Lesson 1

Booklet #1:  Plankton

Assembly Instructions:  Cut out along the outer black line edges of the booklet.  Fold 

accordion-style so that the title is on the front. This booklet will be glued into folder #1. 

Completion Instructions:  Do you know what “plankton” is?  You’ll learn a lot about it in 

this book!  Write your answer inside the booklet.  

Booklet #2:  Filter Feeder

Assembly Instructions:  Cut out along the outer black line edges of the booklet.  Fold 

along the center line so that the title is on the front. This booklet will be glued into folder 

#2. 

Completion Instructions:  Filter feeders serve a very special purpose.  Do you know what 

that is?  Explain in this booklet.  

Booklet #3:  Four Oceans of the World

Assembly Instructions:  Cut out along the outer black line edges of this one-page booklet.  

Glue to another piece of paper of a different color, and cut around the edges to create a 

small border.   This booklet will be glued into folder #2. 

Completion Instructions:  Can you name all four oceans?  Write them here.  



Swimming Creatures of the Fifth Day

Lessons 1 – 5 Lapbook 

Teacher’s Guide 

Here, you’ll find information to supplement your study.  Jeannie Fulbright’s book is 

so wonderfully filled with knowledge and wisdom.  All of the information needed to 

complete all of the booklets can be found on the pages of her book.  Below, I will tell 

you which pages hold specific “answers.”  Also, you’ll find many other sites listed, 

where you may want to go for extra information, coloring pages, games, crafts, and 

ideas to extend your study.

Lesson 1:  

o Plankton Booklet:  Answers found on pages 3-4

o Filter Feeder Booklet:  Answers found on page 5

o Four Oceans Booklet:  Answers found on pages 10-11

o Lessons 1-3  Vocabulary Booklet:  Answers found throughout Lessons 1, 2, and 3.

o Zones of the Ocean Floor Booklet:  Answers found on pages 12 - 13

o Currents & Tides Booklet:  Answers found on pages 6 -10

Additional Resources for Lesson 1:

* Design a plankton:

http://www.maine.gov/dep/blwq/docteacher/lessons/plankton.htm 

* Lots of information for older students:  

http://tidesandcurrents.noaa.gov/education.html

Lesson 2: 

o Whales Booklet:  Answers found on pages 19 - 39

o Whale Moves Booklet:  Answers found on pages 23 - 24  

o Dolphins Booklet:  Answers found on pages 27 - 30

Additional Resources for Lesson 2:

* Great site for studying whales :

http://www.defenders.org/wildlife_and_habitat/wildlife/whale.php#

* Whale Word Search:  

http://www.akidsheart.com/animals/sea/whalews.htm

*     Whale videos and sounds:

http://kids.nationalgeographic.com/kids/animals/creaturefeature/orca/  
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Lesson 1:  Booklet 1
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How do I get started?

First, you will want to gather your supplies.   

*** Assembly:

*Folders:  We use colored file folders, which can be found at Walmart, 

Sam’s, Office Depot, Costco, etc.  You will need between 1 and 4 file folders, 

depending on which product you have purchased.  You may use manila folders if 

you prefer, but we have found that children respond better with the brightly 

colored folders.  Don’t worry about the tabs….they aren’t important. Within this 

product, you will be given easy, step-by-step instructions for how to fold and 

assemble these folders.   If you prefer, you can purchase the assembled lapbook 

bases from our website.

*Glue:  For the folder assembly, we use hot glue.  For booklet

 assembly, we use glue sticks and sometimes hot glue, depending on 

the specific booklet.  We have found that bottle glue stays wet for too 

long, so it’s not a great choice for lapbooking.  For gluing the folders together, we

                                suggest using hot glue, but ONLY with adult supervision.  

                                These things get SUPER hot, and can cause SEVERE 

                                burns within seconds.

*Other Supplies:  Of course, you will need scissors.  

Many  booklets require additional supplies.  Some of these 

include metal brad fasteners, paper clips, ribbon, yarn,  staples, hole puncher, etc.

                       You may want to add decorations of your own, including stickers, 

                       buttons,  coloring pages, cut-out clipart, etc.  Sometimes, we even 

                       use scrapbooking supplies.  The most important

                       thing  is to use your imagination!  Make it your own!!



Ok.  I’ve gathered the supplies.  Now how do I use this 

product?

Inside, you will find several sections.  They are as follows:

1.  Lapbook Assembly Guide:  This section gives instructions and diagrams 

will tell the student exactly how to assemble the lapbook base and where to 

glue each booklet into the base.  Depending on the student’s age, he or she may 

need assistance with this process, especially if you choose to allow the student 

to use hot glue.

2.  Student Instruction Guide:  This section is written directly to the student, 

in language that he or she can understand.  However, depending on the age of 

the child, there may be some parent/teacher assistance needed.  All of the 

instructions for assembling the booklets will be found in this section.   This 

section will also tell the student exactly what should be written inside each 

booklet as he or she comes to it during the study, as well as telling the student 

which folder each booklet will be glued into.

4.  Teacher’s Guide:  This section is a great resource for the parent/teacher.  

In this section, you will find the page number where each answer may be found 

in the book. You will also find suggestions of extra activities that you may 

want to use with your student.

5.  Booklet Templates:  This section includes ALL of the templates for the 

booklets.  These have been printed on colors that will help to improve retention 

of the information presented, according to scientific research on color 

psychology.



Be creative!

Make it your own!

If you would like to send pictures of your 

completed lapbook, please do!  

We would love to display your lapbooks on 

our website and/or in our newsletter.  

Just send your pictures, first initial & last 

name, and age to us at: 

cyndi@knowledgeboxcentral.com

Colors & Shapes – Why Do They Matter?

After MUCH research and studies, science has shown that colors and shapes 

have psychological values.  These influence the emotions and memories of 

each one of us.  In our products, we have used specific colors and shapes in 

ways that will improve information retention and allow for a much more 

mentally interactive time of study.  Some pages may have a notation at the 

bottom, where a specific color is suggested for your printing paper.  This color 

suggestion is designed to improve information retention.  However, if you do 

not have that specific color of paper, just print on whatever color you have.  

For the most benefit, follow the color suggestions, and watch your child’s 

memory and enthusiasm truly soar!



You will need 4 folders of any color.  Take each one and fold both sides toward 
the original middle fold and make firm creases on these folds (Figure 1). Then 
glue (and staple if needed) the backs of the small flaps together (Figure 2).

Figure 1
Figure 2

This is the “Layout” for your lapbook.  The shapes are not exact on the layout, but you will 
get the idea of where each booklet should go inside your lapbook.
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Exploring Creation With Zoology 1:

Swimming Creature of the Fifth Day

Lessons 6-13
Student Instruction Guide

Lesson 6

Booklet #1:  What Makes a Fish a Fish

Assembly Instructions:  Cut out along the outer black line edges of the booklet.  Fold on 

the center line so that the title is on the front. This booklet will be glued into folder #3. 

Completion Instructions:  Is everything that swims a fish?  Are you a fish?  What are the 

traits that let you know for sure that something is a fish?  

Booklet #2:  Bony Fishes

Assembly Instructions:  Cut out along the outer black line edges of each page of the 

booklet. Stack the pages so that the title is on the top.  Use a staple to secure all of the pages 

together on the fish’s tail. You may choose to glue a wiggly eye on the fish’s eye!  This 

booklet will be glued into folder #1. 

Completion Instructions:  What are bony fishes?  They have very special characteristics 

that God gave them for special purposes.  Write about their classification, scales, mouths, 

gills, fins, and shape.    

Booklet #3:  Defenses

Assembly Instructions:  Cut out along the outer black line edges of the booklet.  Fold 

accordion-style so that the title is on the front.  This booklet will be glued into folder #2. 

Completion Instructions:  Did you know that God gave fishes special ways to protect 

themselves from predators?  Explain about this here.    



 Swimming Creatures of the Fifth Day

Lessons 6 – 13 Lapbook 

Teacher’s Guide 

Here, you’ll find information to supplement your study.  Jeannie Fulbright’s book 

is so wonderfully filled with knowledge and wisdom.  All of the information needed 

to complete all of the booklets can be found on the pages of her book.  Below, I will 

tell you which pages hold specific “answers.”  Also, you’ll find many other sites 

listed, where you may want to go for extra information, coloring pages, games, 

crafts, and ideas to extend your study.

Lesson 6:  

o What Makes a Fish a Fish Booklet:  Answer found on page 87

o Bony Fishes Booklet:  Answers found on pages 88 - 92

o Defenses Booklet:  Answers found on pages 93 - 94

o Buoyancy Booklet:  Answers found on pages 94 - 95

o Nostrils Booklet:  Answers found on page 95 - 96

o Lessons 6-8 Vocabulary Booklet:  Answers found throughout all 3 lessons.

o Stages of Life Booklet:  Answers found on pages 98 - 100

Additional Resources for Lesson 6:

* Great site for crafts and activity sheets for the younger students:  http://www.first-

school.ws/theme/animals/ocean/fish.htm

* Online Seahorse counting game:  http://www.playkidsgames.com/games/seaHorse/

default.htm

* Woven fish craft:  http://www.daniellesplace.com/html/under_the_sea.html

Lesson 7: 

o Cartilaginous Fish Booklet:  Answers found on pages 103 - 105

o Rays Booklet:  Answers found on pages 105 - 109

o Sharks Booklet:  Answers found on pages 109 - 116

o “Mermaid’s Purse” Booklet:  Answer found on page 113

o Jawless Fish Booklet:  Answers found on pages 117 - 118

o Lessons 6-8 Vocabulary Booklet:  Answers found throughout all 3 lessons

Additional Resources for Lesson 7:

* National Geographic Online Shark Quiz:  http://www.nationalgeographic.com/sharks/

* National Geographic Shark Coloring Pages:  http://www.nationalgeographic.com/

coloringbook/sharks.html

* Ray “Hide & Seek” Printbles:  http://www.mbayaq.org/lc/activities/

sharks_hidearay.asp

* Sharks & Rays Coloring Pages:  http://www.mbayaq.org/lc/kids_place/activities/

coloring_sharks_mbay.html

* Sea Lamprey information and pictures:   http://seagrant.wisc.edu/greatlakesfish/

sealamprey.html 

*    Shark Activities:  http://www.aquarium.org/central_shark/activities.htm
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